**Wharton alum donates $11 mil. to Penn**

Jay Baker, a 1956 Wharton School graduate, will use part of his fortune to fund a lecture hall and endow student scholarships.

By Eric Tucker

Jay Baker, a 1956 Wharton School alum and philanthropist, will donate $11 million to the University to fund undergraduate financial aid and a new lecture hall in Business Hall, Penn officials announced Friday.

Eight million dollars of the gift will support construction of the Baker Forum, a 500-seat lecture hall in the new north campus development that will be named for Baker. The remaining $3 million — among the largest financial and donations ever to the University — will endow the Baker Leadership Scholarship Program, a student aid initiative that will provide financial support to 12 undergraduates throughout the University each academic year. The University's current student aid scholars will be chosen from the Class of 2006.

**Bicyclist hit by auto at 34th-Walnut**

The 70-year-old victim, who takes Penn classes through CGS, was still in critical condition at HUP as of last night.

By Rod Kurtz

A 78-year-old man who attends classes at Penn remained in critical condition Saturday after being hit by a car while crossing a street near campus.

Police said the man suffered injuries to his head and body after a car struck him Friday night at 34th and Walnut streets Friday night.

Police said the man suffered injuries to his head and body after a car struck him Friday night at 34th and Walnut streets.

**Attempted Center City rape may be work of serial rapist**

Last night's incident may be the latest in the 1998 murder of a Wharton doctoral student.

By Andrew Exum

An attempted rape last night in Rittenhouse Square was similar to five other attacks in the past two years and the rape and murder of a Wharton student, prompting police to consider the possibility that a single person is responsible for all the serial rapist, police said.

A 29-year-old woman was able to fight off a 6' Caucasian attacker, the police said, who was wearing a black man's dress and black gloves.

**Student robbed at knifepoint in own house**

**Student robbed Friday night in the front hallway of her house on the 400 block of Baltimore Ave.**

A female University student was robbed Friday night in the front hallway of her house on the 400 block of Baltimore Ave.

The student reported that an unidentified man wielding a six-inch knife followed her through the front door of her apartment on the 400 block of Baltimore Ave. at about 8:45 p.m. Friday night. The suspect allegedly drew the knife and demanded that the student hand over her purse, which contained credit cards, a PennCard and other personal effects. The victim was carrying some type of weapon that she was able to use to defend herself.

**Police transported the victim to the Philadelphia Police Department's West Detective Bureau at 5th and Penn streets for questioning.**

Police said the suspect likely followed the victim through the front door of her apartment, which was located on the 400 block of Baltimore Ave.

**The victim is one of several hundred older adults who attends classes at SAS.**
Students take 'Jell-O' shots in Harnwell

"I don't think I'll eat Jell-O ever again," snapped College senior Chad Liebman, who inadvertently ingested the well-intentioned treat after she was dusted.

Style was clearly more important than substance. Forting an appearance comprises a large portion of the Jell-O-wrestling competition. But once you are covered in Jell-O, you don't realize it. "When you lose," explained Adriano Savelli, "you don't realize it. You just feel really sticky." But once you are covered in Jell-O, you don't realize it. You just feel really sticky.

"This made a good hair gel," said College senior Jill Elicker as she lifted red globs in her hair.

On Monday, October 11, at 7:30 PM, in Williams Hall Room 24, discover

"Men, Women, & Amoebas: Ancient Jewish Insights into Sexuality"

from the witty and erudite senior lecturer at Jerusalem's Tifereth Israel College for Jewish Studies and Neveh Yerushalayim College for Women.

Rabbi Mordechai Becher

Admission is free. Refreshments will be served. For information, contact the Hillel office at 215-898-7391

BBQ CHICKEN PIZZA

This is our most popular specialty pizza. Taste and you'll know why!

Large $10.00 Small $5.20 Special $4.00

The DP could use your writing skills. Be a reporter!
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1999, identified undergraduate financial aid and improved academic facilities as two of the University's top priorities. The Admissions Office will solicit the scholarship recipients each year but Baker said he plans to meet with all of the awardees.

"I have great faith that the University will keep its word," said Baker. "I don't think I'll eat Jell-O ever again." Baker said the Jell-O-wrestling event marked the first time that the university involved its students in a fund-raising campaign.

"It is a way of giving back," said Baker.

"Men, Women, and Amoebas: Ancient Jewish Insights into Sexuality"

from the witty and erudite senior lecturer at Jerusalem's Tifereth Israel College for Jewish Studies and Neveh Yerushalayim College for Women.

Rabbi Mordechai Becher

Admission is free. Refreshments will be served. For information, contact the Hillel office at 215-898-7391
Area students enjoy Phila.'s first-ever CollegeFest event

By Adriana O'Connor

Philadelphia's first annual CollegeFest, held October 11 at the Mason Center for the Performing Arts, was a hit with college-bound high school seniors. Students from local organizations, colleges and universities of varying sizes and profiles gathered at booths, while the smell of good bands filled the air. The event featured thousands of students, loud music from popular bands and the exchange of ideas.

The festival — organized as part of the city's College Student Retention Program to create a more dynamic relationship between the college student population in the city and the City of Philadelphia — was designed to educate and entertain students, allowing them to enjoy themselves while also giving them information about the resources and opportunities offered in the city.

"From a Penn perspective, the goal was for more students to experience an event in a part of the city they've never been to," said Jonathan Herrmann, a Wharton senior and chairperson of the Student Planning and Event Committee, which helped organize the event.

And judging from his estimate that 7,000 Penn students turned out, Herrmann and his goal were fulfilled.

The free festival was held in the village of booths set up on campus, mainly in the afternoon, before classes started.

Many of the booths were set up by the University-affiliated organizations, colleges and universities that — including Penn — gave away free trinkets at booths, while the smell of good bands filled the air. The event featured thousands of students, loud music from popular bands and the exchange of ideas.

By nearly all accounts, the first CollegeFest was a success. Whether or not the event will bring students to Philadelphia after graduation is unclear, but most students didn't seem worried about such matters quite yet.

"It's nice, because we didn't have to go to Philadelphia to go to a good concert," said a fourth-year Jackson.
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Class of 2000: Interested in a unique leadership opportunity?

Do you want a chance to lead as many as 20 people in a challenging and exciting environment? Vice-Chair and Campaign positions are now available for the Senior Class Gift Drive. Come to an introductory meeting tonight, Monday, October 11, 9:00 p.m. in the Harrison College House rooftop lounge. Refreshments will be served.

Questions? Can't make the meeting but still want to join? Contact Senior Gift Chairs Cory Grosman (cssg@sas), Leanne Shear (leannes@sas), or Brett Weinheimer (brett538@wharton).

Image of the DP logo: "The DP could use your writing skills. Be a reporter!"

Campus Events

NOTICE

Campus Events are held daily as a public service to the students of the University by The Daily Pennsylvania. The DP reserves the right to edit all submissions. Submit events to events@dp.com; deadline is two weeks prior.

MONDAY

EAST ASIAN STUDIES COLLOQUIUM
Cultural Policies in the United States: The Case of the "Brands": Copies or Bootlegs? 4:00-5:00 in the Reitz Union Auditorium

TUESDAY

INTRODUCTION TO BASIC COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS: Microsoft Word
7:30PM. Group will be led by a...
Exploring systems, and in the design of executive incentive compensation plans play a key role in the development of performance and value measurement. Work directly with SCA partners and client senior management.

The Business Analyst Position

Discover insights into our client's businesses and apply those insights in the development of practical fact-based solutions. Play a key role in the development of performance and value measurement systems, and in the design of executive incentive compensation plans. Work directly with SCA partners and client senior management.

Deadline for Resume Drop: October 13

Include a copy of your resume, cover letter, and academic transcript.

First Round Interview: December 1
SAS gains Wolfgang estate as new facility

The Wharton eClub Speaker Series presents...
Growing a Successful Start Up Business:
Challenges & Opportunities

UTILISAVE, LLC

Meet UTILISAVE's Michael Steifman (Founder/CEO) and Stephen Galowitz (President) from Wharton's Class of '86. Hear how they have grown a one man firm into a national organization of more than 50 professionals.

**DISCUSSION TO INCLUDE:**
- Developing a business plan
- Raising capital
- Ecommerce opportunities
- Assessing risks and rewards
- Employment opportunities

**JOIN US**

Wed., October 13, 1999, 4:30pm.
Vance Hall, Room B-8

RECEPTION TO FOLLOW - REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

**Summer & Fall-Time Opportunities Will Be Discussed.** If interested, please bring your resume.

**QUESTIONS/INFORMATION - E-MAIL:** sheikhg@wharton.upenn.edu

---

**FRATERNITY OPEN HOUSES******

The InterFraternity Council’s Annual Fall Showcasing

Tuesday 10/12 Locust Walk East
(East of 37th Street)

Wednesday 10/13 Locust Walk West
(West of 37th Street, including Superblock area)

ALL EVENTS WILL OCCUR BETWEEN 7pm and 10pm.

Next Week:

Tuesday 10/19 Spruce Street Fraternities

Wednesday 10/20 Walnut Street Fraternities

Questions? Contact Matt Chait: mchait@sas.upenn.edu
Ally McBeal’s very warped feminism

Society is always intriguing as to why some women grow up as strong and confident, and others as long-haired, frilly, and思想化 as the image of Ally McBeal herself. She is a flighty and neurotic woman who continues to obsess her love scenes have to do with work, not just for Ally McBeal but for the entire world of Ally McBeal. Increasingly, we are turning to Ally McBeal for summer jobs or to get us through our personal issues. The characters that we observe on Ally McBeal represent the modern woman is utterly and Blair Edwards, the creator of Ally McBeal, is the one behind the scenes. There seems to be a lack of depth in the characterization of Ally, and her actions and decisions are often illogical and inconsistent. The show is disjointed and lacks a clear direction, which makes it hard for the audience to connect with the characters and their stories. Moreover, the show’s attempt to depict the modern woman is not convincing, as the characters are stereotypical and lack substance. The women in the show are often depicted as shallow and frivolous, lacking in substance and depth. The show seems to be more concerned with entertaining the audience than with exploring the complexities of the characters' lives. Overall, while Ally McBeal may be entertaining for some viewers, it does not offer a realistic or accurate portrayal of modern women.
Come see us at the following events:

**October 12**
Penn Career Link

**December 3**
Campus Interviews

(For more information, or to apply, contact Career Services.)

Everything about business is changing. Its pace, paradigms, strategies, global expectations, everyday challenges. That's where you'll come in — with us. You'll leverage the presence of one of today's leading global consulting firms, enabling clients to not only adapt to a radically changing world, but to flourish in it. You'll be part of a team of some 5,000 Associates who provide customers (Fortune 100s, savvy start-ups, non-profits, etc.) with definitive expertise in key areas:

- **Benefits Consulting** (Leverage world leadership in Retirement, Group & Health Care, and Investment Consulting.)
- **Human Capital Consulting** (Help clients achieve competitive advantage through the alignment of their workforce with their business strategy.)
- **Human Resources Technologies** (Use technology to provide custom-designed solutions to human resources and benefit administration challenges.)
- **Account Management** (Work with clients as a strategic partner to build and manage relationships.)

We currently have openings available throughout the U.S. & Canada for individuals with a degree in Mathematics, Actuarial Science or Statistics.

Watson Wyatt Worldwide, Attn: John Veryzer, 80 William St., Wellesley Hills, MA 02481. E-mail: east_hr@watsonwyatt.com, or Fax: (781) 283-9776.

For the full Watson Wyatt story, use your browser, or write us. Watson Wyatt is an EEO/AA Employer. M/F/D/V.

Visit us at: www.watsonwyatt.com

**Did you know?** Watson Wyatt ranks #1 in the consulting industry for overall reputation and delivering value to clients, according to an independent survey conducted by the Wall Street Journal among its subscribers.
Berlin’s local elections conclude

Chancellor Schroeder’s Social Democratic party maintained its position.


Six college students killed by pickup truck

They were killed by a student driver on their way to a fraternity party.


Eight oil company workers held hostage in Ecuador

The American and seven Canadians are among 12 foreigners kidnapped last month in the Amazon.


Financing the Future

INFORMATION SESSION

DATE:  
TUESDAY,  
OCTOBER 12, 1999

TIME:  
7:45PM - 9PM

PLACE:  
THE INN AT PENN  
REGENT BALLROOM

VOLPE BROWN WHelan & Company, LLC
San Francisco  Boston  Seattle
www.vbwh.com
**Chechnya calls for peace**

President Aslan Maskhadov urged both sides to obey the principles agreed upon after the 1994-96 war.

**WASHINGTON** — The White House dispatched Cabinet members yesterday to press the Senate to put off voting on a nuclear test ban treaty that they believe could end “all combat actions.”

Meet William Cohen said on NBC’s Today that there was “no indication” that the United States needed “a tool that will prevent the other countries from developing nuclear weapons.”

The treaty has been signed by 154 nations, but ratified by only 51. It will not go into effect if the United States does not ratify it.

The treaty would not handicap the United States, he said. It would prevent warlords from launching raids on southern Russia, as they have done recently.

**Clinton presses for vote delay**

Democrats said it would not handicap the United States, but ratified by only 51. It will not go into effect if the United States does not ratify it.

The treaty has been signed by 154 nations, but ratified by only 51. It will not go into effect if the United States does not ratify it.

The treaty would not handicap the United States, he said. It would prevent warlords from launching raids on southern Russia, as they have done recently.
Gimbel opens for local kids

By Alicia Simmons

Although it failed to attract the usual throngs of shoppers, the Super Sports Saturday community event held at Gimbel Department Store proved to be a worthwhile and enjoyable experience. The store was filled with enthusiastic AFSCME members, who were eager to participate in the fall athletic activities.

There were very few instances where a lesson in history can imply so much about future phenomena. But for around your future role as a concerned and dedicated worker, some of the most impressive educational facilities are dedicated to education, and thousands of members around the globe. The first screening was held last week in Room 151 of the Psychology Building. Miller said he plans to use this method in his upcoming fieldwork in southern India. "It's a two-way medium," he said. "You see what the kids are doing, and the kids can see what you're doing."

Another advantage of video-teleconferencing, Miller said, is that it allows the group to observe the scholars they are studying. "It's a two-way medium," he said. "You see what the kids are doing, and the kids can see what you're doing."

Yet another advantage of video-teleconferencing, Miller said, is that it allows the group to observe the scholars they are studying. "It's a two-way medium," he said. "You see what the kids are doing, and the kids can see what you're doing."

AFSCME at PENN: learning, growing and building for a better future.

--- The Officers and Members of AFSCME Local 54
local54@cwixmail.com

By Stacey Wood

By Stacey Wood

By Alicia Simmons

The best MCAT prep course just got better.

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST

captest.com AQL keyword: Kaplan

*MCAT is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges.
Vigil marks Korean massacre

By Matthew Mugmon
THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

As they stood facing the Peace Sign on College Green near Viten Pelt Library, a group of 25 emotionally charged students were thinking about a war.

In a candlelight vigil organized by the Korean Students Association, the students gathered to acknowledge the tragic events of July 1950, when, according to some accounts, American soldiers massacred as many as 300 Korean civilians during the incursion of the Korean War.

When Duong, chairperson of the Korean Student Association Vice President James Yoo was speaking to students on College Green in a vigil remembering the victims of an alleged U.S. massacre in Korea.

American GIs and South Koreans who survived the alleged incident said the soldiers ended up killing an unknown number of civilians.

“...that at the same time, the U.S. government has done...”

Duong said that “as an American I'm extremely appreciative for what the American GIs and South Koreans who survived the alleged incident said the soldiers ended up killing an unknown number of civilians.

At a breakthrough in the Japanese occupation of China in 1937 and the American massacre of Vietnamesse civilians at My Lon in 1968. In both incidents, troops massacred men, women and children indiscriminately.

Duong added that “as an American I’m extremely appreciative for what the U.S. government has done in South Korea...”

At the same time, events like No Gun Ri “can’t be over-shadowed.”

Because without American interventions at the time, I would most likely be a farmer in the rice paddy fields now, instead of here at Penn.”

Duong added, “As a student and a person, this moment of silence Friday evening is my way of expressing my own personal sorrow over what happened.”

Duong added that it would be a great injustice not to make some kind of acknowledgement of both the survivors and the victims.

Being given the chance to express his own emotions to the group gave Duong a feeling of satisfaction, he said.

“...people actually came out just to make sure that what happened can be brought up to light again...”

And when the students ended their moment of silence Friday evening by blowing out their candles one by one, they made it clear that their remembrance of the injustices of the war would continue.

Adding the candlelight vigil, the KSA has been collecting signatures for a petition "to let the American and South Korean governments know that they are now being held accountable by humanity, ensuring a full and thorough investigation that answers all questions and reveals all details," Yoo said.

He added that the KSA hopes to bring one of the AP reporters who covered the story— as well as the former GIs involved—to Penn for discussions on No Gun Ri.
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driority invites undergraduates to a presentation regarding opportunities in

INVESTMENT BANKING

Tuesday, October 12, 1999
Six o'clock in the evening
Palladium Restaurant & Bar
Lower Lounge
Reception to follow

We will also be at the Penn Career Link so please look for us there!

Jefferyes & Company, Inc.

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Jersey City, Houston, Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles, Melbourne, New Orleans, New York, San Francisco, Short Hills, Stamford, Sydney, Tokyo, Zurich
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A USWeb/CKS Company

Join us to learn about our new strategy:
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OCTOBER 13, 1999
6:15 PM
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We welcome expressions of interest in positions in any of our North American offices.

First-Round Interviews: November 8

Please contact:
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9 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
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www.mmgnet.com
www.usweb.com
The Quakers rode Kris Ryan's four touchdowns and 256 rushing yards to a 35–18 win over struggling Fordham.

By Jesse Spector

Football

The Rams (0-5) came into Franklin Field on Saturday, but in the end Penn (2-2) was simply too much for inexperienced and still winless Fordham.

The Quakers held back Fordham on a 4-65 run in the first half, but ran away in the second half with the right game plan on Saturday, breaking the Rams' spirit midway through the third quarter.

The Rams had no answer for the Quakers' defense, which held Fordham to four rushing yards in the second half.

Field Hockey ends skid with win over W&M

The Quakers continued to struggle on Friday in a loss to Columbia but rebounded yesterday with a stunning win.

The Quakers fell to Yale 2-1 in the Ivy League opener but are still in the running for a spot in the tournament.

See FOOTBALL, page B2

The Daily Pennsylvania

SPORTS

Ryan leads Football over Rams

The Quakers rode Kris Ryan's four touchdowns and 256 rushing yards to a 35–18 win over struggling Fordham.

By By Ulrich

Missouri accomplished, in correctness but not overwhelming fashion.

Although they were far from perfect on Saturday, the Penn football team was far enough out of reach when it needed to be.

"We certainly don't have the consistency that I'd like us to have on either side of the ball," Penn coach Al Bagnoli said. "The difference here was that we made some plays on both sides of the ball in the third quarter." Bagnoli's observation is in the mark.

The Fordham defense stopped Penn 12 times in the third quarter, but the Rams couldn't score on any of those.

TOMORROW

After a weekend off, the Penn women's soccer team takes on a tough weekend of games when it hosts Stony Brook today. Get all the details in tomorrow's OP.

See SPORTS, page B4

By Emily Foote

The only times they got points were on a kickoff return and a punt return, both of which Penn's special teams units handled with skill.

The Quakers' defense was key to the win, recording four sacks and holding Fordham to 195 rushing yards.

Volleyball wins in Ivy opening weekend

The Quakers fell to Yale and Brown, largely as a result of their own errors.

By Jimmy Speciale

NEW HAVEN, Conn. — If the Ivy League is a sort of paradise for Penn volleyball, the Sunshine State was a place of exile.

Yale won 3-0 at Franklin Field on Saturday, but the Quakers could not win a single set.

The Quakers (0.0.0.0) were in control of both matches but succumbed to a series of errors that doomed the Red 3-0. The Quakers (0.0.0.0) were in control of both matches but succumbed to a series of errors that doomed the Red 3-0. The Quakers (0.0.0.0) were in control of both matches but succumbed to a series of errors that doomed the Red 3-0.

The only time the Rams were ever close was in the second set, where they lost 25-17.
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Offensive line manhandles Fordham's defensive front in Football's 35-18 victory

Defensive front for page B1

managed just one field goal with this unit. It's something we need to work on."

Although the Fordham passing game may pay in comparison to a spark for the Rams, throwing for 149 points and 15 points, you need to step up and I think they played rather well considering there were some mistakes and that."
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But Fordham's inexperience was also a critical fourth-down rush-attempt for a loss late in the fourth quarter.

If you don't play the kind of athletics you've got a couple of guys hanging up. Bagley said. "It was the only moment we were getting delirious..."

Even though one of Kris Ryan's kickoff in the end zone, then tried to sprint off the field and the Quakers secondary deserves praise for the job done in Saturday."

"And it was Georgia's 77-yard interception game plan for them to pass the ball, allowing Penn to steal another momentum, staved off Penn from page Bl"
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Although Fordham's eighth man fronts were Good in theory, in practice the Rams did not have the personnel to pull it off. What we ran in the West Coast scrimmages was for the first time all year, the balls were getting delirious..."

"I think we got a little bit of a rhythm. Neither team was known for using eight-man fronts."
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W. Golf surpasses sub-400s on both days in N.J.

By Jeremy Dukett
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now guaranteed three Schickram and they just kept remaining in all it about us.

"We concentrated on scoring," Penn "with Bill Wagner. "I think we were more successful." Schickram atributted the flurry of late first and unnecessary timeouts to the fact that the Quakers knew they were acting out of bounds. "We're very consistent, that's why we don't deserve a first down in N.J.

Princeton took the lead inside the Penn 20 on a 1-yard TD pass late in the third-quarter when the Tigers moved the ball to the Penn three-yard line. The Quakers were inside the 5 when the ball was snapped up field and it bounced harmlessly out of the end zone, allowing Penn to retain possession.

Although Princeton won the game, Wagner only put the defensive starters back on the field after the last bye. "We want to keep breaking goals," Wagner said. "And they just kept reminding us of dark blue jerseys. Hwang coughed it's myself or [linebacker Dave] Klein."

Wagner knew they were acting like a bend-but-don't-break defense. There's always someone who steps up, whether it's myself or [linebacker Dave] Klein."

Wagner only put the defensive starters back on the field after the last bye. "We want to keep breaking goals," Wagner said. "And they just kept reminding us of dark blue jerseys. Hwang coughed in the new GLOBAL economy...

The three most important things in the new GLOBAL economy...

coeur.

Bill Wagner. "I think we were more successful."

The Quakers saw a 57-stroke drop the following week at Princeton and just

The team saw a 14-stroke drop the following week at Princeton and just

The team saw a 14-stroke drop the following week at Princeton and just

This weekend, the Quakers shot a total score of 857, placing them 19th

For now, though, the current squad didn't have just to keep building on its success, asserting that sub-400 rounds were a reasonable expectation for all spring tournaments.

"We want to keep breaking goals," Miller said.

Penn accomplished just that, shooting a sub-400 on both days in N.J.
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is on goal in the third game against the Elis. The Quakers surged by a strong performance of the backfield from freshman Stacey Carter, who had nine kills and hit .818 for the match.

They just gave a great look on the bench and do whatever the team needs," Carter said. "Even though they came on top, we gave them a good fight, and next time it could come out differently."

Things would certainly differ if the Quakers could play at a high level more consistently. That could, however, continue to elude the Red and Blue.

"If you find that solution, you can be a lot more consistent," said Penn's head coach Val Cloud. "We made like five errors in a row," Major said. "We missed a serve, shanked a pass, hit out, hit out, hit out. After dropping the first game against Brown (0-1), we didn't play like the Elis (1-0)."

Penn in the state ofConnecticut.

Penn had nine returning starters — all of whom remembered the defense and midfield raised their level of performance.

"We had no fear," Murray said. "We just had to build up from the bottom and do whatever the team needed. We have to learn that we can do it all the time and then actually do it.""We played with guts today," Penn's head coach Val Cloud said.

The Quakers did register 11 aces this weekend was in the service game.

Another problem for Penn this week was in the service game.

"If you find that solution, you can be a lot more consistent," said Penn's head coach Val Cloud. "We made like five errors in a row," Major said. "We missed a serve, shanked a pass, hit out, hit out, hit out. After dropping the first game against Brown (0-1), we didn't play like the Elis (1-0)."

Penn had four corners. Williams and Mary had four corners. Each goal included two points and each attack was one of Penn's shots hit the back of the cage and zero penalty corners in the second half. The Quakers shot 10 times inside the circle, and none of William and Mary's nine returning starters — all of whom remembered the defense and midfield raised their level of performance.
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late on Tap

happy Hour
Sun - Thurs 10pm - 12am
Plus Great Meals in our
Grill Room for under $10!

burgers & Veggie Burgers & Buffalo Wings
Salads & Hearty Roasted Fortiessello Sandwich
Award-Winning Nachos & daily Specials

2:30pm - Midnight; 'til 1am Fri & Sat

white Dog Cafe
3420 Sansom St. # (215) 366-9224

www.whitedog.com

Ivy Game Roundup

Lehigh 39 Dartmouth 14

Walland threw for Dartmouth's two touchdowns -- 5 yards to Matt Rivenburg in the third quarter after a first down at the Lehigh two.

Yale 34 Harvard 23

Rahne completed 27-of-49 passes for 342 yards and ran for 109 yards and two touchdowns. Perry completed 18-of-41 attempts for 342 yards and ran for 32 yards and a score.

Cornell 24 Harvard 23

In the fourth quarter after Harvard (2-2, 1-1) and the Big Red drove 58 yards to the Harvard 19-yard line. Harvard stalled, but was kept alive by a fourth down stop by Jawan Harris.

Brown 53 Dartmouth 14

Brown's two touchdowns -- 5 yards to Ferguson and John McCombs' 29 yards to the end zone to cap a five-yard pass from Collar and returned it to the Dartmouth two.

Princeton 53 Harvard 23

The Big Red scored on a 13-yard sprint On the next play, an 80-yard drive, scoring the touchdown, another one-yard run.

The Associated Press

WANT TO MEET 125 EMPLOYERS IN ONE DAY WITHOUT LEAVING WEST PHILLY???

PENN CAREER LINK

-Opportunities in Business-

Tuesday, October 12, 1999
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
University City Sheraton - 36th and Chestnut Streets

Speak with representatives about permanent positions and internships in a wide variety of fields including:

- Consulting
- Finance
- Marketing
- Pharmaceuticals / Healthcare
- Retail
- Technology
- Non-Profit
- Banking
- Government
- Retail

Please note that this is not an MBA event.
Sponsored by Career Services


test to see if you're ready for


do you


A) Terrance Stokes
B) Dan Staffieri
C) Adam Thomas
D) Geoff Owens
E) DP Columnist
Andrew Exum
F) Kris Ryan
G) Jim Finn

DPOSTM SPORTS QUIZ

* Who holds the Penn record for rushing in a single game, with 272 yards?

1. Terrance Stokes
2. Dan Staffieri
3. Adam Thomas
4. Geoff Owens
5. DP Columnist
6. Andrew Exum
7. Kris Ryan
8. Jim Finn

Introducing Oxford

oxford Associates is a consulting firm that specializes in sales and marketing strategy, e-commerce strategy, and market research.

Our clients are some of the most successful global corporations in the high tech, financial services, pharmaceutical, and telecommunications industries. More than 80 percent are in the Fortune 500.

Interviewing All Majors

We welcome candidates from all majors who have excellent analytical and interpersonal skills. We want people who enjoy taking on responsibility quickly and enjoy working in a team-oriented environment. Oxford is a great place to start your career.

Consult@Oxford

Start a career at one of the fastest growing strategic consulting firms

MEET US ON CAMPUS

DATE: Tuesday, October 12

TIME: 4:45 - 6:00 P.M.

PLACE: The Inn at Penn, Regent Ballroom

DRESS: Business Casual

if you cannot attend our presentation, please contact Ward Downing at 301-961-4109 or wdowning@oxfordassociates.com

www.oxfordassociates.com
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Eagles stun Dallas for first win

The Philadelphia Eagles stunned the Dallas Cowboys with a 20-7 victory that capped a 10-point fourth-quarter comeback and stunned the Cowboys 10-0. The components was marred by a fight that erupted after the game, active from first was left behind come by Philadelphia players and coaches and lateré to boast and boast in the post-game locker room. The Cowboys were leading the Giants 10th game to 9-3 in the second quarter when they were attempting a field goal.

**GAME RECAPS**

**PACKERS 26, Bucs 23**

Green Bay quarterback Brett Favre, who turned 30 yesterday, was the game-winner. "That was just plain a four-point game," said Favre.

**ST. LOUIS** —As usual, the Rams were the Rams. Not when the offense got rolling and a receiver wore-ner to Michael Irvin, and a receiver scored the game-winning touchdown in 19 quarters with 67 seconds left, capping a 10-point game-winner. "That was just plain a four-point game," said Favre.

What it takes to turbocharge your investment banking career:

the right relationship.

OPPORTUNITIES AT CHASE

Chase is one of the fastest growing investment banks in the world in areas such as:

• Mergers and Acquisitions
• Global Syndicated Finance
• Foreign Exchange and Derivatives
• High Yield Finance

This unprecedented growth means unparalleled opportunities for you in all areas of investment banking and sales & trading. What can a relationship with Chase mean for your career?

Visit Find Your Place @ Chase: www.chase.com/on-campus.